New Boats

CRIKEY DICKEY

Boating photojournalist Mike Hunter raved about the Dickey semifly 32 on his last
visit to the Hawke’s Bay. So how does the Napier yard’s latest custom-build compare?
Photos: Mike Hunter
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don’t scare
the big ones
with squealing
bearings
use the quietest
propeller shaft
bearings in the world:

HigH Performance
THordon

• Reduced noise at
trolling speeds
• Long life
• Less friction,
more speed
• Standard sizes or
machined to suit

Ask for Thordon Bearings
at your Repair Yard!
NZ Thordon Distributor:

Servicing the Marine Industry
since 1917
110 Sunnybrae Rd. Glenfield, Auckland
Tel: + 00 64 9 443 5886
Fax: + 00 64 9 443 5892

www.henleyspropellers.com
vic.dempsey@henleyspropellers.com

Our Hydro Industry use Thordon,
Our Navy uses Thordon,
why would you use anything less?

www.thordonbearings.com
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Boat Review: Dickey Custom 800
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0909331

“Dickey has produced a long, strong hull and a quiet ride in a seaway.”
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D

ickey Boats have done it

rest. Starting at the transom, the chamber

again. Another superbly

has been folded to the same 20-degree

finished boat, this time

vee as the hull and is welded over the

with a more conventional

keel, finishing at the third bulkhead

layout than its popular

where it is incorporated into the very

Semifly models, has emerged from the

solid 6mm stem.
At rest the cavity fills up with 160

alloy specialist’s Napier shed.
Looking resplendent in the royal blue

litres of water, pulling the boat down

hull and white topsides that have become

in the water. In conjunction with the

their trademark, El Pescador has retained

pronounced, turned-down chines, this

Dickey’s distinctive plump bow and split

design feature helps keep the boat stable

sheerline.

at rest and means it is lighter to tow, and

A collaboration between designers
Jason Dickey and Dennis Harjama, the
800 is the second in their custom range,

lighter when cruising at sea, the water
draining out once the boat gets underway.
Dickey is proud of the innovations and

following an unpainted, 7.6m version

says the 8.1m LOA has produced a sweet

which found a home in Whakatane. Both

riding boat.
“Waterline length is everything,”

the 7.6m and 800 have been built in
the best traditions of the Dickey Semifly

Dickey said. “This has maximum hull

models: the 28 reviewed by Boating in

length with a straight keel line. The bigger

March 2007, and the 32, which adorned

boats go better, as do long and narrow

our December cover last year.

boats, so we have kept the keel long and
she goes better for her size.”

Hull of an idea

El Pescador’s interior is all on one

The hull, which has eight transverse

level, except for the step-down to the

frames radiating out from the strong,

over-nighting front cabin, which boasts

full-length back keel, has a steep bow and

a two-metre vee-berth and a heads unit

sharp entry. It has produced a long, strong

under the central squab.

hull and, in turn, a quiet ride in a seaway.
A flooding chamber ensures stability at

BOP

New Work • Full Fair & Paint
Antifouls • Interiors & Exteriors
Touchups • Repaints
0909415

Marine
Painting

The wheelhouse is positioned well
forward, giving the boat a huge cockpit,

Allen Hartridge - Qualified Marine Spraypainter
0909208

ph 027 472 6655 a/h 07 570 3646
email bopmarinepainting@xtra.co.nz
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and looks – especially side-on – not

light, where it neatly tucks into the rocket

unlike a workboat’s.

launcher. The rocket launcher also has a

The layout works magnificently;

towing eye for a wakeboard; the owner

the huge teak-decked, self-draining

has teenage children who are only too

cockpit can easily house a kayak or two

willing to make the most of this feature.

and allows plenty of gunwale room for
line fishing.
As we have come to expect with Dickey

In the wheelhouse convention rules,
with a starboard helm station and
aluminium, vinyl-upholstered king and

and his team, there are specialist bits

queen back-to-back seats. There are also

and pieces on all his boats. The Custom

rolled and folded modules that have

800 is no exception, starting with the aft

plenty of storage room underneath for

dickey seat, which reminds me of the old

lifejackets and fishing equipment.

Ford Model A roadster of yesteryear. It sits
on the boarding platform – a comfortable

Underway

two-seater, looking for all the world like

Napier was a dark and cold place when we

it’s out of the lounge at home.

arrived at the boat ramp, just before dawn

Dickey’s theory is that the seat can be
used by the angler fishing from the stern,

were off out onto the steely blue for a

a problem for a fisher in a sterndrive-

run. As the sun came up it was obvious

powered boat. The engine box also has

that this boat handles just as well as the

an enormous bait board built in, with

previous Dickey models.

a freshwater sink and a raw seawater

Powered by a 3.5-litre Yanmar diesel,

washdown. There is space for a small

driving a 21-inch prop through a Bravo II

cooker too.

leg, the boat planed early, cornered like
comfortably to a top speed of 31 knots.

every part of this custom build, including

The engine noise did intrude a little, but

the bait board and the interior of the

that was possibly exaggerated by the

engine box.

full-length bimini top.

treatment to ensure their lines are in

Performance

keeping with the rest of the boat; the

A 240hp Yanmar diesel was
chosen for its lack of electrical
features. A simple engine to
maintain, the performance on

glass has actually been extended back
over the structure of the cabinside to give
the impression of a longer, sleeker look.
Built for a Taranaki-based customer,

0909213

she was on rails and reportedly cruises

computer producing CNC cut files for

The windows too have had meticulous
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After avoiding the resident seal, we

clear of the engine box, which is always

Dickey has spent many hours on his
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on our test day.

test day is set out below:

El Pescador has a cockpit-covering bimini.

RPM

Knots

With the addition of clears, this can be

1500

7.06

made into a cosy camping area, which

2000

10.3

will come in handy when over-nighting

2500

17.0

– minus mosquitoes – is on the agenda.

3000

23.0

The bimini folds back to the stern

Tunnel
Thrusters
The latest
addition to the
Max-Power
range: the
Composite
version, light
weight,
compact and
lubricated for
life.

Folding
Retractable
The Retract has a
unique folding
up-down
movement, hull
lines stay clean,
thus no drag and the
turbine remains
free from marine growth.
Hydraulic Thrusters
These hydraulic
units are compact,
lightweight and
powerful, they
benefit from
having no limit
on run times and
are robust
enough to be
installed in
damp areas.

Dickey Custom 800
name

El Pescador

designer

Jason Dickey/
Dennis Harjama

with the short foredeck dropping away

The Custom 800 is an extension of the
Dickey 7.6m boat, both in terms of length

loa

8.1m

beam

2.5m
0.52m

down, yet provides the buyer with an

displacement

2000kg

option that performs just as impressively.

deadrise
alloy thickness

4-10mm

Boating’s verdict
The finish on El Pescador is typical of
Dickey Boats – the detailing and thought

overall and finish. Both boats are custom

that has gone into both the design and

builds, as is a third presently in build.

build is exemplary, and the new owner

The smaller 7.6 is outboard-powered,

aluminium

draught

to give good vision ahead; vision out the
side windows and aft is also very good.

Dickey Boats

construction

has got a beautiful boat that will be used

and has a wash and nyalic finish. This

on both coasts of the North Island for

keeps both the build time and the price

fishing and general recreation.

■

20-degrees

engine

Yanmar 240hp

fuel capacity

200 litres

max speed
cruising speed
trailerable weight

15-25 knots

31 knots
2.5 tonnes

useable cockpit space 6.5m2
packages from

Power & Marine Ltd
09 571 4620
www.powermarine.co.nz
info@powermarine.co.nz
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Visibility from the helm was excellent,

builder

Vertically Retractable
The most
powerful
vertical
retractable
on the
market.
Double
propellers
produce equal
burst to both
sides.
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